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 CPU BASICS AND CPU BASICS AND 
ORGANIZATIONORGANIZATION



Architecture and OrganizationArchitecture and Organization
 Computer architecture is defined as: "the 

attributes of a system visible to the program 
and thus have direct impact on the logical 
execution of a program". 

 While computer organization refers to: "the 
operational units and their interconnections 
to realize the architectural specifications". 

 For example: an architectural attribute is that 
a computer have a "multiply" instruction. 

 While the organizational issue is how to 
implement that multiplication: is it by using a 
special multiply unit or using a repeated 
addition. 

 Thus, the organization will affect the cost, 
size and speed of the hardware. 



IntroductionIntroduction
 TheThe CPUCPU isis thethe principalprincipal componentcomponent inin anyany

computercomputer..
 ItIt consistsconsists ofof aa datapathdatapath ((registersregisters andand anan ALUALU

connectedconnected byby aa bus)bus) andand aa controlcontrol unitunit responsibleresponsible
forfor sequencingsequencing thethe operationsoperations andand datadata movementmovement
andand creatingcreating thethe timingtiming signalssignals..

 AllAll componentscomponents useuse thesethese timingtiming signalssignals toto workwork inin
unisonunison..

 TheThe input/outputinput/output subsystemsubsystem accommodatesaccommodates gettinggetting
datadata intointo thethe computercomputer andand backback outout toto thethe useruser..
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CPU Basics and FundamentalsCPU Basics and Fundamentals
 The The central Processing unit (CPU)central Processing unit (CPU) is responsible for is responsible for 

fetching program instructions, decoding each instruction fetching program instructions, decoding each instruction 
that is fetched, and performing the indicated sequence of that is fetched, and performing the indicated sequence of 
operations on the correct data. operations on the correct data. 

 All computers haveAll computers have central processing unit central processing unit this unit can this unit can 
be divided into two pieces.be divided into two pieces.

1.1. TheThe datapathdatapath, , which is a network of storage units which is a network of storage units 
(registers) and arithmetic and logic units (for performing (registers) and arithmetic and logic units (for performing 
various operations on data) connected by buses (capable various operations on data) connected by buses (capable 
of moving data from place to place) where the timing is of moving data from place to place) where the timing is 
controlled by clocks.controlled by clocks.

2.2. The control unitThe control unit ,, a module responsible for sequencing a module responsible for sequencing 
operations and making sure the correct data is where it operations and making sure the correct data is where it 
needs to be at the correct time, needs to be at the correct time, 
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11-- The ALU The ALU 
 The The arithmetic logic unit (ALU)arithmetic logic unit (ALU) carries out carries out 

the logic operations (such as comparisons) the logic operations (such as comparisons) 
and arithmetic operations (such as add or and arithmetic operations (such as add or 
multiply) required during the program multiply) required during the program 
execution. You saw an example of a simple execution. You saw an example of a simple 
ALU in previous year. ALU in previous year. 

 Generally an ALU has two data inputs and Generally an ALU has two data inputs and 
one data output.one data output.

 Operations performed in the ALU often affect Operations performed in the ALU often affect 
bits in the bits in the status register status register (bits are set to (bits are set to 
indicate actions such as whether an overflow indicate actions such as whether an overflow 
has occurred). has occurred). 

 The ALU knows which operations to perform The ALU knows which operations to perform 
because it is controlled by signals from the because it is controlled by signals from the 
control unit.control unit.



22-- The Control Unit The Control Unit 

 The The control unit control unit is the “policeman” or “traffic is the “policeman” or “traffic 
manager” of the CPU. manager” of the CPU. 

 It monitors the execution of all instructions It monitors the execution of all instructions 
and the transfer of all information. and the transfer of all information. 

 The control unit extracts instructions from The control unit extracts instructions from 
memory, decodes these instructions, making memory, decodes these instructions, making 
sure data is in the right place at the right time, sure data is in the right place at the right time, 
tells the ALU which registers to use, services tells the ALU which registers to use, services 
interrupts, and turns on the correct circuitry in interrupts, and turns on the correct circuitry in 
the ALU for the execution of the desired the ALU for the execution of the desired 
operation. operation. 

 The control unit uses a The control unit uses a program counter program counter 
register to find the next instruction for register to find the next instruction for 
execution and a status register to keep track execution and a status register to keep track 
of overflows, carries, borrows, and the like.of overflows, carries, borrows, and the like.



33-- Clocks Clocks 
 EveryEvery computercomputer containscontains anan internalinternal clockclock thatthat

regulatesregulates howhow quicklyquickly instructioninstruction cancan bebe
executedexecuted..

 TheThe clockclock alsoalso synchronizessynchronizes allall ofof thethe
componentscomponents inin thethe systemsystem..

 AsAs thethe clockclock ticks,ticks, itit setssets thethe pacepace forfor
everythingeverything thatthat happenshappens inin thethe system,system, muchmuch
likelike aa metronomemetronome oror aa symphonysymphony conductorconductor..

 TheThe CPUCPU usesuses thisthis clockclock toto regulateregulate itsits
progress,progress, checkingchecking thethe otherwiseotherwise unpredictableunpredictable
speedspeed ofof thethe digitaldigital logiclogic gatesgates..

 TheThe CPUCPU requiresrequires aa fixedfixed numbernumber ofof clockclock ticksticks
toto executeexecute eacheach instructioninstruction..

 Therefore,Therefore, instructioninstruction performanceperformance isis oftenoften
measuredmeasured inin clockclock cyclescycles -- thethe timetime betweenbetween
clockclock ticksticks——insteadinstead ofof secondsseconds..



 Most machines are synchronous: there is a Most machines are synchronous: there is a 
master clock signal, which ticks (changing from master clock signal, which ticks (changing from 
0 0 to to 1 1 to to 0 0 and so on) at regular intervals. and so on) at regular intervals. 

 Registers must wait for the clock to tick before Registers must wait for the clock to tick before 
new data can be loaded. new data can be loaded. 

 It seems reasonable to assume that if we speed It seems reasonable to assume that if we speed 
up the clock, the machine will run faster. up the clock, the machine will run faster. 

 However, there are limits on how short we can However, there are limits on how short we can 
make the clock cycles. make the clock cycles. 

 When the clock ticks and new data is loaded When the clock ticks and new data is loaded 
into the registers, the register outputs are likely into the registers, the register outputs are likely 
to change. to change. 

 These changed output values must propagate These changed output values must propagate 
through all the circuits in the machine until they through all the circuits in the machine until they 
reach the input of the next set of registers, reach the input of the next set of registers, 
where they are stored. where they are stored. 

 The clock cycle must be long enough to allow The clock cycle must be long enough to allow 
these changes to reach the next set of these changes to reach the next set of 
registers. If the clock cycle is too short, we registers. If the clock cycle is too short, we 
could end up with some values not reaching the could end up with some values not reaching the 
registers. This would result in an inconsistent registers. This would result in an inconsistent 
state in our machine.state in our machine.



44-- The Input/Output Subsystem The Input/Output Subsystem 
 Input and output (I/O) devices Input and output (I/O) devices allow us to communicate allow us to communicate 

with the computer system.with the computer system.
 I/O is the transfer of data between primary memory and I/O is the transfer of data between primary memory and 

various I/O peripherals.various I/O peripherals.
 Input devices:Input devices: keyboards, mice, card readers, scanners, keyboards, mice, card readers, scanners, 

voice recognition systems, and touch screens (data in)voice recognition systems, and touch screens (data in)
 Output devices:Output devices: monitors, printers, plotters, and speakers monitors, printers, plotters, and speakers 

(data out)(data out)
 These devices are not connected directly to the CPU. These devices are not connected directly to the CPU. 

Instead, there is an Instead, there is an interface interface that handles the data that handles the data 
transfers. This interface converts the system bus signals transfers. This interface converts the system bus signals 
to and from a format that is acceptable to the given to and from a format that is acceptable to the given 
device. device. 

 The CPU communicates to these external devices via The CPU communicates to these external devices via 
input/output registers input/output registers 



 This exchange of data is performed in two This exchange of data is performed in two 
waysways::

 In memoryIn memory--mapped I/Omapped I/O:: the registers in the the registers in the 
interface appear in the computer’s memory interface appear in the computer’s memory 
map and there is no real difference between map and there is no real difference between 
accessing memory and accessing an I/O accessing memory and accessing an I/O 
device. Clearly, this is advantageous from device. Clearly, this is advantageous from 
the perspective of speed, but it uses up the perspective of speed, but it uses up 
memory space in the system.memory space in the system.

 InstructionInstruction--based I/Obased I/O: : the CPU has the CPU has 
specialized instructions that perform the specialized instructions that perform the 
input and output. Although this does not use input and output. Although this does not use 
memory space, it requires specific I/O memory space, it requires specific I/O 
instructions, which implies it can be used instructions, which implies it can be used 
only by CPUs that can execute these only by CPUs that can execute these 
specific instructions.specific instructions.

 Interrupts play a very important part in I/O, Interrupts play a very important part in I/O, 
because they are an efficient way to notify because they are an efficient way to notify 
the CPU that input or output is available for the CPU that input or output is available for 
us.us.



55-- Memory Organization and Memory Organization and 
Addressing Addressing 

 You can envision memory as a matrix of bits. Each row, You can envision memory as a matrix of bits. Each row, 
implemented by a register, has a length typically implemented by a register, has a length typically 
equivalent to the word size of the machine. Each equivalent to the word size of the machine. Each 
register (more commonly referred to as a register (more commonly referred to as a memory memory 
locationlocation) has a unique address; memory addresses ) has a unique address; memory addresses 
usually start at zero and progress upward.usually start at zero and progress upward.

 An address is almost always represented by an An address is almost always represented by an 
unsigned integer, unsigned integer, 44--bits is a nibble, and bits is a nibble, and 88-- bits is a byte.bits is a byte.

 Normally, memory is Normally, memory is bytebyte--addressableaddressable which means which means 
that each individual byte has a unique address. Some that each individual byte has a unique address. Some 
machines may have a word size that is larger than a machines may have a word size that is larger than a 
single byte. single byte. 



 For example, a computer might handle For example, a computer might handle 
3232--bit words (which means it can bit words (which means it can 
manipulate manipulate 32 32 bits at a time through bits at a time through 
various instructions), but still employ a various instructions), but still employ a 
bytebyte--addressable architecture.addressable architecture.

 In this situation, when a word uses In this situation, when a word uses 
multiple bytes, the byte with the lowest multiple bytes, the byte with the lowest 
address determines the address of the address determines the address of the 
entire word. entire word. 

 It is also possible that a computer might It is also possible that a computer might 
be be wordword--addressableaddressable, which means each , which means each 
word (not necessarily each byte) has its word (not necessarily each byte) has its 
own address, but most current machines own address, but most current machines 
are byteare byte--addressable (even though they addressable (even though they 
have have 3232--bit or larger words). bit or larger words). 

 A memory address is typically stored in A memory address is typically stored in 
a single machine worda single machine word



InternalInternal MemoryMemory

 Semiconductor MemorySemiconductor Memory
 It is all a random access memory.It is all a random access memory.
 The main element of semiconductor The main element of semiconductor 

memory is cell as shown in figure memory is cell as shown in figure Cell Cell 
propertiesproperties

 They exhibit two states They exhibit two states 0 0 or or 11. . 
 Capable of being written into. Capable of being written into. 
 Capable of being read from.Capable of being read from.



1 1 RAM (Random Access Memory)RAM (Random Access Memory)
It has two typesIt has two types::
 DRAM:DRAM:
 Build on the idea of charging a Build on the idea of charging a 

capacitor DRAM Operation.capacitor DRAM Operation.
 Address line active when bit Address line active when bit 

read or writtenread or written
 Transistor switch closed Transistor switch closed 

(current flows)(current flows)
 WriteWrite

 Voltage to bit lineVoltage to bit line
 High for High for 1 1 low for low for 00

 Then signal address lineThen signal address line
 Transfers charge to Transfers charge to 

capacitorcapacitor
 ReadRead

 Address line selectedAddress line selected
 transistor turns ontransistor turns on

 Charge from capacitor fed Charge from capacitor fed 
via bit line to sense amplifier via bit line to sense amplifier 

 Compares with reference value Compares with reference value 
to determine to determine 0 0 or or 11 Capacitor charge must be restoredCapacitor charge must be restored



SRAMSRAM ((Static RAM )Static RAM )
 Transistor arrangement gives stable logic statesTransistor arrangement gives stable logic states
 State State 11

 CC1 1 high, Chigh, C2 2 lowlow
 TT1 1 TT4 4 off, Toff, T2 2 TT3 3 onon

 State State 00
 CC2 2 high, Chigh, C1 1 lowlow
 TT2 2 TT3 3 off, Toff, T1 1 TT4 4 onon

 Transistor arrangement gives stable logic state.Transistor arrangement gives stable logic state.

Address line transistors T5 T6 is switch
Write – apply value to B & compliment to B
Read – value is on line.



Comparison between DRAM and Comparison between DRAM and 
SRAMSRAM

SRAMDRAM

Larger than DRAMSimpler to build, 
smaller

FasterMore dense

More expensiveLess expensive

Doesn't need refreshNeeds refresh

Smaller memory units 
(Cache)

Larger memory units 
(Main Memory)



Report in sectionReport in section

Advanced dram organizations:Advanced dram organizations:
 SDRAMSDRAM
 DDRDDR--SDRAMSDRAM
 DDRDDR22--SDRAMSDRAM
 DDRDDR33--SDRAMSDRAM
 RDRAMRDRAM



ROM (Read Only Memory)ROM (Read Only Memory)
 The programming here is by hardwareThe programming here is by hardware
 NonNon--volatilevolatile



Types of ROMTypes of ROM::
PROM PROM (Programmable Read Only Memory)(Programmable Read Only Memory)
 Programmed for once using special Programmed for once using special equipmentsequipments, and , and 

never erasednever erased..

EPROM EPROM (Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory)(Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory)
 Programmable and erased using ultra violet.Programmable and erased using ultra violet.
 Erased as a wholeErased as a whole..

EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable Read EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable Read 
Only Memory)Only Memory)

 Programmable and erased using electrical shots.Programmable and erased using electrical shots.
 Erased byte by byteErased byte by byte
 Can erase a part without Can erase a part without anotheranother

Flash memoryFlash memory
 Programmable and erased using electrical shots.Programmable and erased using electrical shots.
 Erased block by blockErased block by block
 Erased so quick (in a flash).Erased so quick (in a flash).



Chip organizationChip organization
 The question is how to put the memory on The question is how to put the memory on 

a chip…… ??a chip…… ??
 If we have a memory of If we have a memory of 22nn location with location with 3232--

bits each, so, it can be represented by one bits each, so, it can be represented by one 
of two means:of two means:--

11-- Put it in the form of aPut it in the form of a
matrix with matrix with 22n n rows androws and
32 32 columns.columns.
But this architecture But this architecture 
is is not suitable because not suitable because 
the the length is much more length is much more 
than than its width.its width.



22-- Use a group of blocks each will Use a group of blocks each will represent a represent a 
bit, then bit, then we need we need 32 32 blocks. blocks. 
 Each Each block contains block contains 22nn bits bits represented as represented as 

square matrix: square matrix: 22nn//2 2 rows and rows and 22nn//2 2 columns. columns. 
 The The size will be smaller than the first size will be smaller than the first 

solution.solution.

Bit 1 Bit 2 Bit 3 Bit 32

Bit 1

Bit 1 2n/2

1
1 2n/2

Bit 
32

Bit 
32Total bits in the square = 2n



Bit 32

Bit 3Bit 2
Bit 1

32 blocks

Bit32Bit3Bit2Bit1

Bits are collected each from each block



Example:Example:
 A A 1616--Mbit DRAM ( Mbit DRAM ( 4 4 MbitsMbits each each 4 4 bits word) bits word) 

can be organized so that can be organized so that 44--bits are read or bits are read or 
written at a timewritten at a time

 So logically the memory array is organized as   So logically the memory array is organized as   
44 square arrays of square arrays of 20482048 ((2 2 Kbits) by Kbits) by 20482048 ((2 2 
KbitsKbits)) elements.elements.

 The elements of the array are connected by The elements of the array are connected by 
both horizontal (row) and vertical (columns) both horizontal (row) and vertical (columns) 
lines.lines.

 We need We need 22 22 bits address (bits address (4 4 MbitsMbits = = 2222 22 bits)bits)
 In this configuration, there are only In this configuration, there are only 1111--address address 

lines(Alines(A00--AA1010), half the number you would ), half the number you would 
expects for expects for 2048 2048 by by 2048 2048 array.array.

 We will enter it We will enter it 11 11 bits by bits by 11 11 bits.bits.



Bit 4Bit 3
Bit 2

Bit 1

4 blocks
Each 2048 X 2048

Bit4Bit3Bit2Bit1

The four Bits are collected each from 
its corresponding block



Bit 1Row 
Decoder

Column Decoder

Row Address

Column Address

Repeat in parallel for 
the rest of the 3 bits 





 First, First, 11 11 address signal are passed address signal are passed 
to the chip to define the row address to the chip to define the row address 
of the array.of the array.

 Then other Then other 11 11 address signals are address signals are 
presented for the column address.presented for the column address.

 These signals are accomplished byThese signals are accomplished by::
 RAS: RAS: Row Address Select.Row Address Select.
 CAL:CAL: Column Address Select.Column Address Select.
 WE: WE: Write enableWrite enable..
 OE: OE: Output Enable.Output Enable.
 You should note the refresh You should note the refresh 

circuitry for DRAM refreshment.circuitry for DRAM refreshment.



66-- InterruptsInterrupts
Important question:Important question:
 How these components interact with the How these components interact with the 

processor????processor????
 InterruptsInterrupts are events that alter (or interrupt) are events that alter (or interrupt) 

the normal flow of execution in the system. the normal flow of execution in the system. 

 An interrupt can be triggered for a variety of An interrupt can be triggered for a variety of 
reasons, including:reasons, including:

 I/O requests.I/O requests.
 Arithmetic errors (e.g., division by zero).Arithmetic errors (e.g., division by zero).
 Arithmetic overflow.Arithmetic overflow.
 Hardware malfunction (e.g., memory parity Hardware malfunction (e.g., memory parity 

error).error).



Interrupts (continued)Interrupts (continued)

 UserUser--defineddefined breakbreak pointspoints (such(such asas
whenwhen debuggingdebugging aa program)program)..

 PagePage faultsfaults..
 InvalidInvalid instructionsinstructions (usually(usually resultingresulting

fromfrom pointerpointer issues)issues)..
 TheThe actionsactions performedperformed forfor eacheach ofof thesethese

typestypes ofof interruptsinterrupts (called(called interruptinterrupt
handlinghandling)) areare veryvery differentdifferent..

 BecauseBecause tellingtelling thethe CPUCPU thatthat anan I/OI/O
requestrequest hashas finishedfinished isis muchmuch differentdifferent
fromfrom terminatingterminating aa programprogram becausebecause ofof
divisiondivision byby zerozero..





An interruptAn interrupt::

 CanCan bebe initiatedinitiated byby thethe useruser oror thethe
systemsystem..

 CanCan bebe maskablemaskable (disabled(disabled oror ignored)ignored) oror
nonmaskablenonmaskable (a(a highhigh prioritypriority interruptinterrupt
thatthat cannotcannot bebe disableddisabled andand mustmust bebe
acknowledged)acknowledged)..

 CanCan occuroccur withinwithin oror betweenbetween instructionsinstructions..
 MayMay bebe synchronoussynchronous (occurs(occurs atat thethe samesame

placeplace everyevery timetime aa programprogram isis executed)executed)
oror asynchronousasynchronous (occurs(occurs unexpectedly)unexpectedly)..

 CanCan resultresult inin thethe programprogram terminatingterminating oror
continuingcontinuing executionexecution onceonce thethe interruptinterrupt isis
handledhandled..



77-- The RegistersThe Registers
 The flipThe flip-- flops are essential in sequential flops are essential in sequential 

circuits because in their absence, the circuit circuits because in their absence, the circuit 
reduces to a purely combinational circuit reduces to a purely combinational circuit 
(provided there is no feedback among the (provided there is no feedback among the 
gates). A circuit with flipgates). A circuit with flip--flops is considered a flops is considered a 
sequential circuit even in the absence of sequential circuit even in the absence of 
combinational gates. combinational gates. 

 Circuits that include flipCircuits that include flip--flops are usually flops are usually 
classified by the function they perform rather classified by the function they perform rather 
than by the name of the sequential circuit. than by the name of the sequential circuit. 

 Two such circuits are registers and counters.Two such circuits are registers and counters.
 A registerA register is a group of flipis a group of flip--flops. Each flipflops. Each flip––

flop is capable of storing one bit of flop is capable of storing one bit of 
information. An information. An nn--bit register consists of a bit register consists of a 
group of group of n n flipflip--flops capable of storing flops capable of storing n n bits of bits of 
binary information. binary information. 



 The simplest register is one that consists of 
only flip-flops without any gates. 
 In addition to the flip-flops, a register may 
have combinational gates that perform certain 
data processing tasks.



Register transferRegister transfer
 MAR or AR:MAR or AR: The register that holds an The register that holds an 

Address for the Memory unit is usually called Address for the Memory unit is usually called 
a Memory Address Register. a Memory Address Register. 

 PC:PC: Program CounterProgram Counter
 IR:IR: Instruction RegisterInstruction Register
 RR11 Processor Register Processor Register 
 The individual flipThe individual flip--flops in an nflops in an n--bit register bit register 

are numbered in sequence from are numbered in sequence from 0 0 through nthrough n--
11, starting from , starting from 0 0 in the rightmost position in the rightmost position 
and increasing the numbers toward the left. and increasing the numbers toward the left. 



 Information transfer from one register to Information transfer from one register to 
another another 

RR2 2  RR11
 Transfer of the content of register RTransfer of the content of register R1 1 into into 

register Rregister R22. . 
 By definition, the content of the source By definition, the content of the source 

register Rregister R1 1 does not change after the transfer. does not change after the transfer. 
 Normally, we want the transfer to occur only Normally, we want the transfer to occur only 

under a predetermined control condition. under a predetermined control condition. 
 This can be shown by means of an ifThis can be shown by means of an if--then then 

statement. statement. 
If (P = If (P = 11) then (R) then (R2 2  RR11))

 Where P is a control signal generated in the Where P is a control signal generated in the 
control section. control section. 

 Separate the control variables from the Separate the control variables from the 
register transfer operation by specifying a register transfer operation by specifying a 
control function. control function. 

 A control function is a Boolean variable that is A control function is a Boolean variable that is 
equal to I or equal to I or 00. The control function is included . The control function is included 
in the statement as follows: in the statement as follows: 

P: RP: R2 2  RR11



 Every statement written in a register Every statement written in a register 
transfer notation implies a hardware transfer notation implies a hardware 
construction for implementing the transfer. construction for implementing the transfer. 

 The n outputs of register RThe n outputs of register R1 1 are connected are connected 
to the n inputs of register Rto the n inputs of register R22. . 

 Register RRegister R2 2 has a load input that is has a load input that is 
activated by the control variable P.activated by the control variable P.

Note thatNote that
11-- The clock is not included as a variable in The clock is not included as a variable in 

the register transfer statements.the register transfer statements.

P

P



22-- It is assumed that the control variable is It is assumed that the control variable is 
synchronized with the same clock    as synchronized with the same clock    as 
the one applied to the register.the one applied to the register.

33-- It is assumed that all transfers occur It is assumed that all transfers occur 
during a clock edge transition.during a clock edge transition.

 Even though the control condition such Even though the control condition such 
as P becomes active just after time t, the as P becomes active just after time t, the 
actual transfer does not occur until the actual transfer does not occur until the 
register is triggered by the next positive register is triggered by the next positive 
transition of the clock at time t + transition of the clock at time t + 11. . 



Bus organization and transferBus organization and transfer
 The CPU communicates with the other The CPU communicates with the other 

components via a bus. components via a bus. 
 A A busbus is a set of wires that acts as a shared is a set of wires that acts as a shared 

but common data path to connect multiple but common data path to connect multiple 
subsystems within the system. subsystems within the system. 

 It consists of multiple lines, allowing the It consists of multiple lines, allowing the 
parallel movement of bits.parallel movement of bits.

 Buses are low cost but very versatile, and Buses are low cost but very versatile, and 
they make it easy to connect new devices they make it easy to connect new devices 
to each other and to the system. to each other and to the system. 

 At any one time, only one device (be it a At any one time, only one device (be it a 
register, the ALU, memory, or some other register, the ALU, memory, or some other 
component) may use the bus. component) may use the bus. 

 However, this sharing often results in a However, this sharing often results in a 
communication bottleneck. communication bottleneck. 

 The speed of the bus is affected by its The speed of the bus is affected by its 
length as well as by the number of devices length as well as by the number of devices 
sharing it.sharing it.



(a) Point(a) Point--toto--Point Buses: Point Buses: connecting two connecting two 
specific components specific components 
(b) A Multipoints Bus: (b) A Multipoints Bus: common pathway common pathway 
that connects a number of devices that connects a number of devices 



 A typical bus consists: of A typical bus consists: of data data 
lineslines, , address linesaddress lines, , control control 
lineslines, and , and power linespower lines..



11-- Data busData bus::
 The lines of a bus is dedicated to The lines of a bus is dedicated to moving datamoving data..
 These data lines contain the actual information These data lines contain the actual information 

that must be moved from one location to that must be moved from one location to 
another. another. 

22-- Control linesControl lines
 These lines indicate which device has These lines indicate which device has 

permission to use the bus and for what purpose permission to use the bus and for what purpose 
(reading or writing from memory or from an I/O (reading or writing from memory or from an I/O 
device, for example). device, for example). 

 They also transfer acknowledgments for bus They also transfer acknowledgments for bus 
requests, interrupts, and clock synchronization requests, interrupts, and clock synchronization 
signalssignals..

33-- Address linesAddress lines
 They indicate the location (in memory, for They indicate the location (in memory, for 

example) that the data should be either read example) that the data should be either read 
from or written to. from or written to. 

What does each lineWhat does each line--set contain?set contain?



44-- The The power lines:power lines:
 They provide the electrical power They provide the electrical power 

necessary. necessary. 

 Typical bus transactionsTypical bus transactions include:include:
A)A) sending an address (for a read or sending an address (for a read or 

write), write), 
B)B) transferring data from memory to a transferring data from memory to a 

register (a memory read), register (a memory read), 
C)C) transferring data to the memory from a transferring data to the memory from a 

register (a memory write).register (a memory write).

 In addition, buses are used for I/O reads In addition, buses are used for I/O reads 
and writes from peripheral devices. and writes from peripheral devices. 

 Each type of transfer occurs within a Each type of transfer occurs within a 
bus cyclebus cycle, the time between two ticks of , the time between two ticks of 
the bus clock.the bus clock.



Types of buses according to the Types of buses according to the 
type of informationtype of information

 ProcessorProcessor--memory busesmemory buses are short, are short, 
highhigh--speed buses that are closely matched speed buses that are closely matched 
to the memory system on the machine to to the memory system on the machine to 
maximize the bandwidth (transfer of data) maximize the bandwidth (transfer of data) 
and are usually very design specific.and are usually very design specific.

 I/O busesI/O buses are typically longer than are typically longer than 
processorprocessor--memory buses and allow for memory buses and allow for 
many types of devices with varying many types of devices with varying 
bandwidths. These buses are compatible bandwidths. These buses are compatible 
with much different architecture.with much different architecture.

 A A backplane bus (system bus)backplane bus (system bus) is actually is actually 
built into the chassis of the machine and built into the chassis of the machine and 
connects the processor, the I/O devices, connects the processor, the I/O devices, 
and the memory (so all devices share one and the memory (so all devices share one 
bus) bus) 



 HighHigh--performance systems often performance systems often 
use all three types of buses.use all three types of buses.



Common Bus system configuration: Common Bus system configuration: 

 A more efficient scheme for transferring A more efficient scheme for transferring 
information between common bus information between common bus 
registers in a multipleregisters in a multiple--register register 
configuration is a common bus system. configuration is a common bus system. 

 A bus structure consists of a set of A bus structure consists of a set of 
common lines, one for each bit of a common lines, one for each bit of a 
register, through which binary information register, through which binary information 
is transferred one at a time. is transferred one at a time. 

 Control signals determine which register Control signals determine which register 
is selected by the bus during each is selected by the bus during each 
particular register transfer.particular register transfer.

Constructing a common bus systemConstructing a common bus system
a. Using multiplexersa. Using multiplexers
b. Using three state buffersb. Using three state buffers



a. Using multiplexers.a. Using multiplexers.
 One way of constructing a common bus One way of constructing a common bus 

system is with multiplexers. system is with multiplexers. 
 The multiplexers select the source The multiplexers select the source 

register whose binary information is then register whose binary information is then 
placed on the bus.placed on the bus.



 In general, a bus system will multiplex In general, a bus system will multiplex kk
registersregisters of of nn bitsbits each to produce an each to produce an nn--lineline
common bus. common bus. 

 The The number of multiplexersnumber of multiplexers needed to needed to 
construct the bus is equal to construct the bus is equal to nn..

 The The size of each multiplexersize of each multiplexer must be must be k x k x 11
since it multiplexes k data lines.since it multiplexes k data lines.

For exampleFor example::
 A common bus for A common bus for eight registerseight registers of of 16 16 bitsbits

each requires each requires 16 16 multiplexers, one for each multiplexers, one for each 
line in the bus.line in the bus.

So:So:
 Each multiplexer must have eight data Each multiplexer must have eight data 

input lines and three selection lines to input lines and three selection lines to 
multiplex one significant bit in the eight multiplex one significant bit in the eight 
registers.registers.



b. Using three state buffers.b. Using three state buffers.
 A bus system can be constructed with A bus system can be constructed with 

threethree--state gates instead of multiplexers.state gates instead of multiplexers.

A threeA three--state gate:state gate:
 Is a digital circuit that exhibits three states.  Is a digital circuit that exhibits three states.  

Two of the states are signals equivalent to Two of the states are signals equivalent to 
logic logic 1 1 and and 0 0 as in a conventional gate. as in a conventional gate. 
The third stateThe third state is a highis a high--impedance state. impedance state. 

 The The highhigh--impedance stateimpedance state behaves like an behaves like an 
open circuit, which means that the output open circuit, which means that the output 
is disconnected and does not have logic is disconnected and does not have logic 
significance. significance. 



 When the control input is equal to When the control input is equal to 11, the , the 
output is enabled and the gate behaves output is enabled and the gate behaves 
like any conventional buffer, with the like any conventional buffer, with the 
output equal to the normal input.output equal to the normal input.

 When the control input is When the control input is 00, the output , the output 
is disabled and the gate goes to a highis disabled and the gate goes to a high--
impedance state (Hiimpedance state (Hi--Z), regardless of Z), regardless of 
the value in the normal input.  the value in the normal input.  





Three registers

Multiplexer





The transfer of informationThe transfer of information
 The transfer of information from a bus into The transfer of information from a bus into 

one of many destination registers can be one of many destination registers can be 
accomplished by connecting the bus lines accomplished by connecting the bus lines 
to the inputs of all destination registers and to the inputs of all destination registers and 
activating the load control of the particular activating the load control of the particular 
destination register selected. destination register selected. 

 The symbolic statement for a bus transfer The symbolic statement for a bus transfer 
is symbolized as follows:is symbolized as follows:

BUS BUS  C, RC, R1 1  BUSBUS
 The content of register C is placed on the The content of register C is placed on the 

bus, and the content of the bus s loaded bus, and the content of the bus s loaded 
into register Rinto register R1 1 by activating its load by activating its load 
control input. If the bus is known to exist in control input. If the bus is known to exist in 
the system, it may be convenient just to the system, it may be convenient just to 
show the direct transfer.show the direct transfer.

RR1 1  CC
 From this statement the designer knows From this statement the designer knows 

which control signals must be activated to which control signals must be activated to 
produce the transfer through the bus.produce the transfer through the bus.



Memory transfer:Memory transfer:
 A read operation:A read operation: the transfer of the transfer of 

information from a memory word to the information from a memory word to the 
outside environment.outside environment.

 A write operation:A write operation: the transfer of new the transfer of new 
information to be stored into the memory. information to be stored into the memory. 
A memory word will be symbolized by the A memory word will be symbolized by the 
letter M. letter M. 

 The particular memory word among the The particular memory word among the 
many available is selected by the memory many available is selected by the memory 
address during the transfer. address during the transfer. 

 The read operation can be stated as The read operation can be stated as 
followsfollows: : 

Read: DR Read: DR  M[AR]M[AR]

 The write operation can be stated The write operation can be stated 
symbolically as follows:symbolically as follows:

Write: M[AR] Write: M[AR]  RR11


